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!Wanda ,
In full bloom
Benjamin Costanzi • The Maine Campus
As the weather gets warmer, Begonia Peltatas have started to come into bloom in the Roger Clapp Greenhouse.
127, NOLI1
Outside help
misses mark
Consultants called on to
aid in restructing system
By Dylan Riley
Assistant News Editor
Chance119r Richard Pattenaude's task force met
April 9 in Augusta to receive advice from two experts
about ways to restructure the University of Maine
System — advice that may have painted an inaccurate
picture of the University of Maine's relationship with
the state and its fellow campuses, according to an off-
the-record statement by a university official.
Aims McGuinness, a consultant who works to
improve higher education systems in several states, told
the task force he believes the system administration
should focus more on gaining consensus for the sys-
tem's restructuring and that without "political will" the
system won't receive the support it needs. He also felt
the system shvuld align its goals with the state's, and
that outsourcing a university system's mission to a
research institution such as UMaine will clash with the
university's objectives, stagnating both.
Janet Waldron, vice president of administration and
See FORCE on page 2
UM's GLBT community
to celebrate pride week
Event returns amidst national controversies
By Emma Thieme
For The Maine Campus
Since the early 1970s, Pride Week
has served an outlet for students to com-
memorate acceptance of sexual orienta-
tion at the University of Maine.
"Pride Week is our gift to the cam-
pus," said Samantha Hansen, vice presi-
dent of Wilde Stein. "We want everyone
to enjoy themselves, meet new friends
and even learn a little about what it
means to be GLBT at UMaine."
From Monday to Saturday, Pride
Week will offer the opportunity for stu-
dents to show their support for the gay,
lesbian, bisexual and transgender
(GLBT) community and learn more
about gay and lesbian rights in Maine.
Since January 2008, Maine has been
considering a bill, LD 1020, that would
recognize the marriages of same-sex
couples. Recently Iowa and Vermont
have become two more states to allow
marriage equality for the lesbian and
gay community.
Vermont Gov. Jim Douglas vetoed
the same-sex marriage legislation, but
on April 7 Vermont's legislature over-
rode the veto to legalize gay marriage.
A few days prior to the Vermont rul-
ing, the Iowa Supreme Court ruled it
was unconstitutional not to provide the
same rights for gay and straight couples.
On Wednesday, April 22, a public
hearing will be held at the Augusta
Civic Center to provide an open forum
to discuss each side of the proposed
same-sex marriage bill. More than 2,000
people are projected to attend the hear-
ing.
The marriage equality bill will be
discussed at many events during Pride
Week.
"We need all the support we can get,"
See PRIDE on page 2
A wind of change for UM?
AEWC tests to build stronger turbine blades
By Macey Hall
For The Maine Campus
The Advanced Engineering Wood
Composites Center is testing wind turbine
blades in attempts to make them more afford-
able and efficient.
"The new designs
we're looking at are
lighter designs that will be
more efficient, get more
energy out of wind, less
costly and green. All this
brings the cost of wind
energy down and makes it
more environmentally
friendly," said Robert
Lindyberg, assistant direc-
tor of the AEWC.
The center deals with
composites and designs
and tests new technologies for projects includ-
ing bridges, boats and now windmills. Once
the technology has been fully developed, the
designs will be sold to Maine companies that
will then manufacture them.
"We need to make wind
energy less expensive
than coal so it's not only
going to be economical,
but affordable."
Robert Lindyberg
Assistant director
AEWC
The wind turbine project is new for
UMaine, with research and development just
beginning. There are a number of factors that
are driving the work.
"First and folemost would be the aware-
ness that our power, which is produced mostly
by fossil fuels, that there's a link between that
and global warming. We need to come up with
new energy resources that are carbon neutral,
and wind is probably right
now at the top of the list,"
Lindyberg said.
"Other facts driving it
are a lot of our fossil fuels
are things we need to
import into the U.S. They
have volatile prices, which
is something that can hurt
us," Lindyberg said.
Maine is looking at
alternative green options.
Because Maine is a mar-
itime state, it has potential
to harvest its wind, which
is a prominent renewable energy option.
'The average home in Maine in 2007 used
1,000 gallons per year in heating oil. At four to
See WIND on page 5
Opinion • Everybody's workin' for
the Sabbath
Style • Seth Rogen gets busted Sports • Cubs fans will celebrate
in October
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Working out
Edward Fontaine + The Maine Campus
A stationary exercise bike is locked to a rack outside the Memorial Union.
Pride
from page 1
said Krystal
Earle, president
of Wilde Stein.
"Allies are very
important to the GLBT communi-
ty."
Each event at Pride Week will
welcome a different topic for dis-
cussion. Speakers include Shane
Windmeyer, a national expert on
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender,
queer college experiences, and the
Associate Dean for Students Angel
Martinez Loredo.
Driftwood Fire, an indie-folk
band from Colorado, is scheduled
to perform on the North Pod of
Memorial Union Wednesday at 8
p.m.
"The Laramie Project", a 2002
film directed by Moises Kaufman,
will play Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in
the Bangor Room of the Memorial
Union.
The drag show, which is Friday
at 9 p.m., will be hosted by Valerie
Honeywell and Miss Simone
Sugarbush. Last year, the show
brought a 600-person audience and
a similar turnout is expected this
year. The show will take place in
the main dining room of Memorial
Union.
Pride Week will end with
karaoke on Saturday night in the
Bear's Den, starting at 9 p.m.
Pride Week Events
Monday April 13 
• Pride Flag Raising •
Noon on the Mall
• Super Bingo
8 p.m. Memorial Union
Tuesday April 14 
• RRC Lunch Series
Noon in Rainbow Resource Center
Associate Dean for Students Angel Loretto
• Shane Windmeyer •
4:30 p.m. Minsky Hall
National leader on LGBT
college campus issues
Wednesday April 15 
• Driftwood Fire Concert
8 p.m. North Pod of Memorial Union
Thursday April 16 
• The Laramie Project
7:30 p.m. Bangor Room
Friday April 17 
• GLBTA Alumni Reception
7 p.m. Career Center
• The Drag Show.
9 p.m. Main Dining Room of Memorial Union
Saturday April 18 
• Karaoke •
9 p.m. Bear's Den
finance at UMaine, who
attended the public
meeting via videocon-
ference, disagreed.
"A research institution has education and
teaching at the heart of its mission," Waldron
said. "I think there is an assumption that was
being made that the University of Maine
System institutions right now are not focused
on meeting state priorities — that we're sep-
arate from state priorities — and I would
challenge that assumption, from what I was
hearing from him [McGuinness]."
McGuinness said putting a strong
research institution and a strong university
together is a bad idea.
McGuinness, who works for a nonprofit
policy group in Boulder, Colo., said
Pattenaude should go to the legislature, not to
"whine for money," but to show the state
government how the system connects with
Maine's future. This, he said, would build the
political will the system requires for gaining
resources. He said Maine is much more de-
centralized than most states in terms of gov-
ernment involvement in higher education —
meaning the government's involvement in
higher education is very small.
"Starting in about 1997 ... there was a
definite feeling of shift from the subject
being institutions and the sustainability of
institutions to a question of how those insti-
tutions connected to the future of the state,"
McGuinness said. "[The system] needs to
raise the issue beyond the level of actors it's
at right now."
McGuinness said higher education
administrations need to focus more on
Mainers than universities and that there isn't
enough of an involvement of students and
faculty on important issues such as the
restructuring process. He said faculty and
students are a university's most valuable
resource.
"They [university systems] have been
messing around on issues that faculty and
students ought to be involved in,"
McGuinness said, emphasizing the need to
include both in decision-making.
McGuinness cautioned against moving
too fast and thinking exclusively in terms of
cutting costs.
"Cheap right now is not the solution,"
McGuinness said.
McGuinness believes the Board of
Trustees and system office should drive
change by providing incentives for state
support, and help set an agenda for higher
Task
from page 1
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education to implement change. Waldron
believes McGuinness' points are valid and
his suggestions to drive change and help
set a higher education agenda for Maine
are already being conducted by the system
office and the Board of Trustees.
"I think that all of the system institutions
and the system. office are very focused on try-
ing to assess what the state of Maine has as
priorities, and really trying to direct our pro-
gramming to meet those priorities," Waldron
said.
"It is so great to get an outside perspec-
tive," task force chairman David Flanagan
, said.
The second speaker was Terry
McTaggert, a former UMS chancellor, who
suggested a model of higher education used
by other states. He recommended the system
administration work toward educating more
Mainers, maintaining greater accountability
for itself and building its reputation. He rec-
ommended doing away with the position of
the system chancellor, and integrating the
person's responsibilities with the president of
UMaine — creating one position for both
jobs.
"[It would be] very similar to the powers
the chancellor has now, except they would
also be the president of the University of
Maine," McTaggert said.
While McTaggert did not mention a spe-
cific person he believed would be suited for
the new role, he said that person should
have an academic background, political
skill and a sense of the public and state-
wide agenda.
Charles Weiss, the student member of
the task force, asked whether consolidating
the two positions would create an over-
whelming workload for the UMaine presi-
dent and the UMS chancellor; McTaggert
said he did not believe so. Flanagan
expressed concern the interests of UMaine
and the system would conflict with each
other if they were committed to one person.
In response to a suggestion of reducing
or eliminating campus presidents' power
and giving the chancellor more, to stream-
line decision-making, McTaggert said giv-
ing presidents that power is the price of hav-
ing energetic campuses.
"Good leaders can make almost any
structure work," McTaggert said.
The task force is scheduled to meet
April 22 at the system office in Bangor
and will complete the first draft of its
report by May 1.
Overheard at UMaine
"His wife let him work an hour a night while he was
writing Carrie."
PREGNANT?
You are not alone
Pregnancy Test
Consultation on All Your Options
Compassionate & Confidential
Parenting Support
Support after an Abortion
Referrals for Community Support Services:
Healthcare, Housing. and Adoption
Call Today All services are free and confidante!
942-1611
263 State St. Bangor
687-6711
75 State St, Ellswolth
firststeppregnancy@msn corn
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Keeping tradition
alive
By Madeline Glover
For The Maine Campus
itteA
:For me, personally, [Passover
is] a culture tradition. It's about keeping
culture alive," said Naomi Muhlberg,
president of UMaine's B'Nai B'Rith
Hillel Foundation.
Passover began last Wednesday and
will continue until this Wednesday. Both
the University of Maine Jewish communi-
ty and the Bangor Jewish community are
celebrating their shared cultural history.
Muhlberg and four other officers chair the
Hine! Foundation, which is a student-run
branch of the B'Nai B'Rith foundation
— the oldest continually operating
Jewish service organization.
In celebration of Passover,
Hillel organized Jewish
Experience Week from
April 6 to April 10. A
Bagelathon, Kosher
Barbecue, Seder
and a movie show-
ing of "The Pianist"
provided UMaine
students a glimpse
into Jewish culture and
tradition in preparation
for Passover.
Passover _honors the
sparing of Hebrews when
God killed the first-born
sons of Egypt. Also known
as the Feast of Unleavened
Bread, Passover lasts for seven
days and celebrates the emanci-
pation of the Hebrew slaves from
Egyptian tyranny.
The slaves' exodus from Egypt
was so hasty that the bread had not
begun to rise. Subsequently, the sym-
bol of Passover is unleavened bread,
also called matzo.
Lasting for seven days,
Passover's
first and
last -days are
holy days, char-
acterized by holiday
meals, special prayer
and absence from work.
The five days in between
the holy days are known as
Chol HaMoed.
When speaking of an
exam taken during Passover at
UMaine, Muhlberg raised her
eyebrow.
"A test on the second day of
Passover would just never happen
at home," she said.
Muhlberg, a third-year food sci-
ence student, is from Cherry Hill,
N.J. She said approximately 60 per-
cent of the city's 80,000 population is
Jewish.
Despite conflicting exam schedules,
Muhlberg appreciates the efforts of Black
Bear Dining Services in serving kosher
food all week — "like matzo ball soup,"
she said.
In addition to normal kosher require-
ments, Passover presents an additional set
of restricted foods. A few common prac-
tices of kosher
consumption,
for example,
include a sepa-
ration of meat
and dairy, con-
suming only
animals that
"chew the cud
and are of
cloven hoof"
— therefore
no pork and no
Jewish Experience Week
honors communities,
past and present
Beth
Israel and
the Bangor
Jewish commu-
nity.- He explained
that a flurry of tradi-
tional cleaning precedes
Passover in order to "symbolically remove
leavened bread from the household."
Hillel's Muhlberg recounted the same
custom.
"It's our spring cleaning," Muhlberg
said.
She explained that she and her Jewish
roommate "koshered their room this year."
After a Passover service at Congre-
gation Beth Israel, which he partially con-
ducted, Chaison described his home as
being "traditional kosher where the whole
family partic-
"A test on the second day of Passover
would never happen at home."
Naomi Muhlberg
President of UMaine's B'Nai B'Rith Hillel
Foundation
gelatin.
During Passover, the five grains — wheat,
rye, oats, barley and emer — and kithiyot
— rice, legumes and corn — are also pro-
hibited.
In addition to organizing celebrations
such as Jewish Experience Week, the
Hillel Foundation's main duties include
providing Jewish students, faculty and
staff members the means to network,
organizing worship ceremonies and social
activities revolving around Jewish life and
linking the UMaine campus to the greater
Bangor Jewish community.
Muhlberg and Hillel's four other offi-
cers lead junior congregations in area syn-
agogues every Saturday — including
Congregation Beth Israel. She describes
the Bangor synagogues and respective
local Jewish community as being "very
welcoming."
Sidney Chaison is an active member of
both Congregation
ipates."
His chil-
dren and
grandchil-
dren travel to
Bangor for
Passover
from all over
N e w
England.
Chaison, a
B angor
native, has
been a member of Congregation Beth
Israel — a spacious, hardwood synagogue
with stained glass windows — all his life.
Chaison's bar mitzvah was held in the syn-
agogue, as well as his children's bar and
bat mitzvahs — his daughter was married
at Congre-gation Beth Israel. In addition,
Chaison served on the synagogue's Board
of Directors for more than 50 years.
With the oldest existing Jewish congre-
gation in Maine, Congregation Beth Israel
is Bangor's only traditional conservative
synagogue.
As he explained the significance of
Passover, Chaison said "the oppression of
the Jew has not been completely eradicat-
ed."
He remains positive in his belief that
"things are different now."
Congregation Beth Israel Rabbi Steven
Schwarzman sees the importance of
Passover in a similar light.
"We are not free until everyone is
free," he said.
Schwarzman said as emancipa-
tion is being honored during
Passover, slavery still exists on
many levels around the world.
He described an outward
effect of Passover as being
"[The] need to recognize
that slavery exists in the
world today ... it's a
reminder
of seeing ourselves."
Joining Congregation Beth Israel in
July of 2008, Schwarzman is new to both
the synagogue and the rabbinical order.
He previously worked in the software
business. Then he decided he needed a
more spiritually fulfilling career and
proceeded with his rabbinical studies
until his ordainment.
With a masters in modem Jewish
history from the Hebrew University
of Jerusalem — he lived in Israel for
nine years — Schwarzman is hop-
ing to teach Hebrew at UMaine
and is working in conjunction
with the modern languages and
classics department to do so.
Back at the synagogue,
Chaison reiterates the mes-
sage of Passover.
"What's important to
remember are the hard
times experienced at
various stages of exis-
tence," he said.
Schwarzman lists many
common forms of entrapments,
ranging from mortgages to rela-
tionships.
"With the inward psychological
level of enslavement, the power to
redeem yourself is often forgotten," he
said.
Whether on campus, in Bangor or on a
global scale, Passover will be honored
until the 21st day of Nisan in Gregorian
terms or a week after the first full moon
following the vernal equinox, according to
the lunar calendar. In many places and
ways, including here in Penobscot
County, the significance, essence and his-
tory of Passover is being celebrated.
"It's really about keeping the tradi-
tion alive," Muhlberg
said.
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How will UMaine's
budget gap affect you?
In the Thursday edition of
The Maine Campus, it's all budget.
Buy a bik
0111017 UNO
MT.. • revr,,, • pr
e or both!
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UMaine
Student Recreation &
Fitness Center
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Bicycle Coalition of Maine
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Corrections
Despite rigorous fact checking with Student
Government's Financial Affairs office, a representative
from said office later sent the following corrections for the
April 9 article "Senate cuts budget, SE funding increases."
1) The projected decrease in undergraduate enrollment
is expected to reduce Student Government's revenue by
$45,500, not $76,000.
Student Government's projections for this fiscal year are
in fact $76,000 different than its projections from last fis-
cal year, but because it did not reach SG projections from
last fiscal year, Student Government is projecting only
$45,500 less in actual revenue from last year.
In other words, thus far this fiscal year Student
Government has taken in $752,000 in revenue. The Vice
President for Financial Affairs is conservatively projecting
that it will take in $706,500 next year. That leaves a dif-
ference of $45,500.
2) Contractual raises were not increased, but compen-
sation expense did increase due to contractual raises.
3) Student Entertainment's budget increased by
$16,800 from fiscal year 2008-2009, not $16,500, and
Boards were cut by $14,060, not $14,000.
Also in the April 9 issue, the article "Workers give
UMaine pep talk on Free Choice," we incorrectly quoted
Steve Husson saying, "Immediately you have to start
speaking." The quote should have read: "Immediately you
have to start sneaking."
We apologize for these errors.
UMaine 2009 Summer University on the Stillwater
Why Attend Summer University?
The 
University of Maine's Summer University offers more than 600 courses throughout the summer designed to meet the diverse
needs of lifelong learners offered on-campus and at selected off-campus sites, including The University of Maine's Hutchinson -
Center. Over 100 courses are offered online worldwide and through interactive televised technologies.
• Graduate Early
• Lighten Your Semester Course Load
• Take Advantage of Lower Tuition $ Before Fall Increases
• Enjoy Smaller Class Sizes
• Be Inside During Black Fly Season
• Earn Three Credits in Three Weeks!
• Choose from 19 Flexible Calendars
• Select From Over 600 Courses
• Further Your Career With Professional Development
Courses
• Take An Online Course at Home While on Summer Break
• Travel and Study in Quebec, Russia, Japan and the Amazon
• Take a Course Outside Your Major
• Find Plentiful Parking!!
• Enjoy a UMA1NE Summer
...on-campus, on-line, on-site...
Register Early - Classes Fill Quickly
Registration Begins February 27
Summer Schedules: May 11 - August 21
Schedule of Courses and Registration Information
dll.umaine.edu/summer
or call 581-3143
MI THE UNIVERSITY OF
17D MAINE A Member of em Unbersity of Mame System
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Police
Beat
Low credibility, good
credit
A local taxi driver contacted Public
Safety at 3:01 a.m. March 10 when a
customer was unable to pay his fee.
The customer, an intoxicated student,
was unable to operate an ATM. The
driver told the student that if he didn't
come up with $20, he would be
charged with theft of services. The stu-
dent produced a credit card, resolving
the issue.
Mischievous lockout
A resident was unable to enter his or
her dorm room in Kennebec Hall_ on
March 9 at 5:55 p.m. A Personal lock
on the second floor was damaged, dis-
abling the card reader. Public Safety is
investigating for criminal mischief.
Return after use
A student lost $105 in the Student
Recreation and Fitness Center on
March 9. She set her wallet down in
the locker room and forgot it. The wal-
let was returned to the staff desk with-
out the -$105. The matter is under
investigation.
High society
People were seen on the roof of
Androscoggin Hall on March 9 at 4:30
p.m. A staff member contacted Public
Safety, but the subjects ran away when
officers arrived. Public Safety was
unable to locate the subjects.
Spilling into crime
Marketplace employees reported a
theft at 12:10 p.m. March 9. They saw
Noah Paytas, 20, West Farmington,
take a Vitamin Water and put it in his
backpack. Paytas went through the
check out line and paid for other items.
The best from Orono, Old
Town and UMaine's finest
The cashier asked him if he had any-
thing else to pay for, and he said he did
not. Paytas was detained and ques-
tioned by Public Safety. Paytas told
officers that he bought two bottles ear-
lier that day and one had fallen out of
his backpack and broke. Because of
this, he felt he could get another one.
The Vitamin Water was valued at
$2.38. Paytas was summonsed for
theft.
Quiet hours get you every
time
Complaints of a loud verbal fight
outside of Somerset Hall led to two
summonses at 1:43 a.m. March 9.
Officers located the three subjects.
They told officers they were having a
friendly argument. Officers noticed
two of the subjects were intoxicated.
Christopher Bowman, 18, Orono, and
Mary Mandell, 18, Orono, were sum-
monsed for illegal possession of alco-
hol by consumption by a minor.
Is your Perkins loan
running?
Doris Twitchell Allen Village Staff
called Public Safety after a resident
received a suspicious phone call. The
caller was a male asking about the
receiver's Perkins loan. The resident
hung up after the caller asked numer-
ous questions. The resident does not
have a Perkins loan.
Compiled by
Melinda Hart
Staff Reporter
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Wind five [dollars] per gallon, itcosts households upwards
from page 1 of $5,000. That's unsus-
tainable," Lindyberg said.
"We need to make wind energy less expen-
sive than coal, so it's not only going to be
economical, but affordable."
UMaine has a vital role in developing
renewable energy sources for the state.
"The governor has requested of legisla-
ture. a $7.5 million bond to develop renew-
able energy within three miles of the shore,
because the state controls that," said Michael
Eckardt., vice president for research. "The
governor would like University of Maine to
develop that site and then companies could
come in and try to develop that."
While wind farms may seem like a viable
option, some oppose them and want Maine's
coastline to remain turbine-free.
"Concerns against wind energy include
everything from people don't like to see
wind turbines, they don't like the obstruction
of the view, they believe it could be detri-
mental to bird life and have an environmen-
tal impact. To some people the noise is some-
thing that they don't necessarily like to listen
to," Lindyberg said. "Regulatory folks are
coming up with ways to address these con-
cerns."
If the center, which received $8,186,832
in grants for 2008, is successful with its
work, many Maine jobs could be created.
After the center develops the technology and
licenses it to private companies, these com-
panies will need to hire more workers to
build the blades.
"The technology that we develop will be
spun out into Maine companies, so that a
• boat builder or entrepreneur can [take] that
the technology we develop here and they can
start their own wind blade manufacturing
business and hopefully create a lot of new
blades in Maine," Lindyberg said.
Many boat-manufacturing companies are
looking into building wind turbines because
they are made out of similar composites and
are made in comparable manners. With the
economic downturn, boat manufacturers
sales are taking a hit, and need to look at
alternate ways to bring in revenue.
The center generated $885,026 in rev-
enue for the fiscal year 2008, according to the
annual report to the vice president for
research. Last year there were 201 employ-
ees at the center, including 28 graduate stu-
dents and 123 undergrads.
"What is unique about the program is the
number of undergraduates and graduates that
get work experience. They get to go on and
use that experience," Eckardt said.
Students employed by the center work on
new advances in technology.
"The university can really expand and get
grad students to do the rqsearch and develop-
ment and then partner with the industry, who
can manufacture it in large parts," Eckardt
said. "We have students coming to UMaine
just for the graduate work from across the
U.S. because it has an international and
national appeal."
"If we do our job right, there will be more
jobs in the state, so when UMaine students
graduate they have places to go," Lindyberg
said.
The center expects its work will create
jobs for Mainers. Maine's coastline makes it
ideal for these businesses.
"If we could harvest that wind we have
the capacity to meet all of our energy needs
through renewable energy, and even export
some. That would be thousands and thou-
sands of jobs; an awful lot of good work for
the Maine workers," Lindyberg said.
KC Management
69 Main Street, Orono
Tel: 866-7027
For Rent
Apartments & Houses
Orono & Old Town
Efficiencies, 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 bedrooms
Available June 1st & September 1st
Check out our website for locations and prices.
Website: www.kcmanagementinc.com
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UMS should cut
consultant costs first
The Issue: The UM System is hiring out-
side experts to propose budget cuts.
What We Think: Outside perspectives are
good, but so far the system hasn't been
getting its money's worth.
Recently, the University of Maine and the
University of Maine System have been dragging in
new perspectives. In the midst of an $8.9 million
budget gap for UMaine, the university is seeking out-
side consultants to help fix the broken mess of a budg-
et.
The problem with outside consultants is that
UMaine officialsdo not seem to be taking the advice
seriously. This may be because the outside consultants
are from away and frankly do not understand our sys-
tem's structure.
So far the system has brought in Huron Consulting
Group to discuss where to cut costs. The consultants
said to cut Computer Connection. UMaine is investi-
gating this and has said it probably won't happen.
This shows that the university does not necessari-
ly take outside advice seriously, but the other side is
that the suggestions are pretty stupid. Computer
Connection does not cost the university — it takes in
more than it spends and puts the extra revenue into a
"just in case" fund.
This week the chancellor's task force brought in an
expert who specializes in restructuring universities.
This "expert" told the system to 'disentangle" itself
from community colleges. Because the system does
not currently partner with any community colleges,
the expert obviously does not know what he's talking
about.
So is the university stubborn and unwilling to
change? Or is it that these outside experts are a little
too outside?
Either way, these costly "experts" are not helping
move the university or the system forward, and
maybe instead of trying to cut costs by hiring outside
help, we should cut costs by cutting these seemingly
useless consultants.
The above editorial is written by the editorial position
board, whose members are Etyk Salvaggio, Heather
Steeves, Zach Dionne, William Ft- Davis
and Amy Brooks.
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Dignity without deities
Eryk Salvaggio
I have had my share of
experience with God. I have
spent time in churches. I have
read the bible, twice. I have
seen grown men roll on the
floor, speaking in tongues,
compelled by God toward
wisdom made incomprehen-
sible by its divinity. I have
skipped trick-or-treating.
MTV and awful hair metal
for spiritual purity. I have
rejected a birthday cake, and I have had my fill of faith.
Jesus seemed like a reasonable man. I have no com-
plaints. But I am confused by his execution. Had Jesus
asked if he should die for my sins, I would have blushed
and refused. I sin, but I'm not concerned. "Take me off of
your list," I'd say. No sin of mine was severe enough to
merit a crucifixion. Was it the apple my ancestors ate? Call
it bygones — I'll replace it at the grocery.
I would have declared that brutal crucifixion an atrocity.
I'd demand to see justice served, lobbied the empire to
change its criteria for capital crimes. Not because I believed
Christ was a messiah, but because it should not be done to
anybody. I condemn it. I also condemn the Holocaust, Abu
Ghraib, school shootings and Sept. 11. In other ways, I con-
demn the veal industry, wars, and drunk drivirs.
I am told I owe Christ my life anyway, and I must obey
his laws. I follow some. But it seems we ignore many com-
mandments. If I kill a man, is the punishment still the same
as working on the Sabbath? Will I face retribution for ridi-
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Nature's inspiration,
right on the other side
of your doorstep
Mary Emmi
There's something about spring
that renews a part of me that longs
to be in nature. The cold, oppres-
siveiwinter gives way to a rejuve-
nated earth, where the possibility
of exploring the outdoors is at/ail-
able once again. The feeling that
washes over me as I experience
the first day of spring is invigorat-
ing.
When I am able to find myself
back in the wilderness, it is one of
the most refreshing feelings any
human could have. It is why I urge
everyone to experience the wilder-
ness first hand.
Going to school
at the University
of Maine provides
the ideal opportu-
nity for any stu-
dent to take
advantage of the
wilderness possi-
bilities that exist
not even 15 min-
utes from the
Orono campus.
Wilderness preservation is
imperative to our society. The
wild provides an ideal escape
from the regulations of civiliza-
tion. It is there, beyond the scruti-
ny of societal norms, where a per-
son can reflect and truly be free.
With 58 national parks and 35
state parks in Maine, visiting one
is completely feasible.
Thoreau climbed Mount
Katandin in 1846 and it was here,
in our Maine woods, that he wrote
some of his most eloquent prose
on the beauty of the wild. From
Orono, Mount
It is in the wild,
engulfed in a state of
nature, one can realize
the core of human desire
is to be free
I find myself longing to spend
more time in the unexplored wild,
a place so separate and pure from
this manufactured society. The
works of Henry David Thoreau
and Chris McCandless give the
most eloquent arguments of why
any person should experience the
wild.
Thoreau argues that the basis of
human spirituality comes from the
innate beauty that can only exist
outside. It is in the wild, engulfed
in a state of nature, that one can
realize the core of human desire is
to be free.
McCandless famously states,
"No longer to be poisoned by civ-
ilization he flees, and walks alone
upon the land to become lost in
the wild."
Only in the wild is the opportu-
nity presented for a person to
explore the natural wonders of the
world. These physical structures
have inspired so many leaders
before us and will continue if we
preserve it.
Katandin is a little
more than two
hours away.
As students at
the university, it
would be foolish
for us not to expe-
rience the source
of Thoreau's
inspiration.
McCandless artic-
ulates the feeling
provoked by the wilderness that so
many of us believe in, that "the
freedom and simple beauty is too
good to pass up." Preserving
nature is too important to ignore.
From skiing, snowmobiling and
ice fishing in the winter, to kayak-
ing, canoeing, hiking, biking,
camping and any other kind of
recreation one can have here
throughout the year, Maine pro-
vides the most ideal place to expe-
rience the outdoors.
Nature's playground is in our
backyard; to ignore it and let it
wilt away is simply outrageous.
We must preserve this aspect of
our world, otherwise we will lose
a core part of human spirituality
and the chance to be free from a
world consumed by synthetic,
manmade things. The feelings I
experience in the wild are some-
thing I am not willing to give up
or lose.
Mary Emmi is the incoming
assistant news editor for The
Maine Campus.
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Let Americans hope for
Obama's failure
Michael Craft
Last week, I was entrenched in a conversation
with a good acquaintance. We started talking
about Rush Limbaugh. Because this conversa-
tion happened on campus, please accept that our
location will be kept secret, as to not endanger
anyone. Like Anne Frank, we must be as invisi-
ble as possible. The conversation turned into a
debate about decency and civil discourse —
whether or not commentary, especially Rush's, is
constructive toward debate. Rush's comment —
that he wanted "Obama to fail" — came to mind
after our conversation.
For the last month or so, the Obama
Administration — also known as the
"Teleprompter of the United States" — has been
on the warpath against those with whom it dis-
agrees. While the overriding message from the
administration has been against Rush's com-
ments, it has also gone after Rick Santelli of
CNBC for suggesting the administration is deep-
ening the recession with plans for taking over
banks and mortgages.
It is plain to see the Obama administration is
not alone in this fight. The administration's daily
chorus at CNN, MSNBC, NBC, CBS, ABC,
PBS and Comedy Central has been fine-tuning
its vocals for vilification of Rush and his first
amendment right. Lest the left forgets, here are
some lefty comments from yesteryear that seem
to sing the "Ave Maria" of hoped-for failure —
not only for the Bush administration, but for
America herself.
• "You can't go head to head with the presi-
dent until you take him down. Take him down,
make him pay, and then we can have a conversa-
tion." Nancy Pelosi, to The Philadelphia
Inquirer, July 31, 2006.
, • "Democrats begin waiting for George W.
Bush to fail," the title of a column by syndicated
liberal columnist EJ Dionne Jr., Jan. 9, 2001.
• "I think this guy [Bush] is a loser." -Sen.
Harry Reid, speaking to Nevada high school stu-
dents about "civics" on May 6, 2005.
• "The idea that we are going to win this war
is an idea that, unfortunately, is just plain
wrong." Howard Dean, December 5, 2005.
• "Let me be clear: There is no military solu-
tion in Iraq, and there never was." Barack
Obama, Sept. 12, 2007.
Isn't it amazing how no one said these com-
ments were nonproductive toward the previous
administration'? Yet the most amazing aspect of
these previous comments is that the constant
Rush-bashing does not deflect from the fact that,
based on America's histOry, Rush is right to hope
for Obama's failure.
The Great Depression was extended by seven
years because of Franklin Delano Roosevelt's
New Deal policies. Remember when Obama
said that we all must sacrifice'? It sounded very
similar to Roosevelt's first inauguration speech
in 1933, "If we are to go forward, we must move
as a trained and loyal army willing to sacrifice
for the good of a common discipline." Roosevelt
goes on to state, "We are, I know, ready and will-
ing to submit our lives and property to such dis-
cipline, because it makes possible a leadership
which aims at the larger good." To liberals like
Obama, the ends justify the means. This slanted
concept undermines individual freedom and lib-
erty.
If Obama succeeds, our national identity will
be in jeopardy. The talk of transnationalism
through a global currency, taxation of industrial
carbon footprints and international boards to reg-
ulate American markets is one example. The
Obama world-apology tour is another. Domestic
policies like universal healthcare, hiring and fir-
ing of CEOs, union card check and regulations
relating to planting private gardens are a few
examples of an Obama success.
Let all of us hope for Obama to fail, because
if he doesn't, America will be a distant memory
of freedom and liberty.
Michael Craft is a history student and a con-
servative.
Why can't we all just
get along?
Brian Curry
Dinner with friends can be a marvelous adven-
ture:The various types of cuisine available in Orono
are tremendous and give the right blend of culture
and palette to appease the most discriminating taste.
Everything one can imagine is available: from
mouthwatering pizza to festive fare from south of
the bonier.
We even have the jerks that talk on cell phones
while sitting at a table full of friends. I found myself
in the unfortunate presence of the "dinner table cell-
phone-talker." Yeah, that guy. As I watched him talk
indoors with his outdoor voice over his pad thai, I
could only glower as he chatted away about his
recently crumbling relationship with a nameless
young lady.
Across from me, my dinner date watched, wait-
ing for me to say something. She joined me in the
glare, and that is when it hit me: Theft is no interest
in common courtesy anymore. From foul language
in public and disrespect of elders to cell phone con-
versations in the check-out line, we are seeing the
budding of a mannerless generation.
A problem arose in two of my classes this semes-
ter. Again — two of my classes. With no regard for
the professor, students began packing up their bags
while chatting about classes they had next and
where they should go for lunch. I was stunned as
people actually got out of their seats to leave class,
one after another. I was at the end of my rope and
rather loudly informed the class that we still had 10
minutes left.
„
The views and opinions expressed in the opinion section are solely those of their authors, and do not necessarily represent the views and opinions of The Maine Campus.
The auditorium fell silent in shock. I looked
around — no one could believe I would suggest
they sit down until the end of class. I would like to
say this was an isolated incident, but this has hap-
pened before. I could argue that ill-mannered stu-
dents are stealing my tuition money every time the
class is interrupted. I considered requesting a refund
for undisciplined classes full of motormouths.
However, this was not my biggest concern. This
behavior has been seen on television, across the
country and in our own newspaper blogs. I have
recently been called — to put it kindly — a devel-
opmentally challenged Northeastern American
because someone did not share my opinion. I was
defended courageously by a talented gent with the
gift of gumption. However, there was no argument
in this insult, and that concerned me. It was empty
name-calling, unblinkingly tolerated by others in the
conversation. Someone didn't agree with me, and I
am impaired. Am I hurt'? Hardly. Am I disappointed
that we have devolved as a society to the basest of
civility? Yes.
We all are guilty of swearing at the wrong time,
or losing our tempers when we have a bad day. This
has occurred since humans began to interact.
However, the civility that should be shown to our
fellow students and eventual colleagues cannot be
undermined. We not only have a duty in society to
be civil, but an inherent obligation to be — at the
very least — nice.
Brian Curry a pretty nice guy.
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low hum and finally to an excited chatter in
I ord Hall on Friday evening.
It wasn't an exhibit from an established painter or a new
media whiz — it was the opening reception for the vibrant
work of University of Maine student artists. Friends, families,
faculty and the community joined the artists for a celebratory
night of recognition for the artists' accomplishments.
The annual juried student exhibition is titled "Making Art"
for its 2009 iteration, More than 150 people meandered with-
in a smorgasbord of media. Black-and-white photos hung
alongside pieces done in oil, acrylic, charcoal and watercolor.
Self-portraits were displayed next to abstracts and mixed-
media projects, all capable of gluing viewers to the spot for
several minutes while deciphering and appreciating. Three-
dimensional art formed from metal, clay, wire and dog hair
filled the center of the gallery.
"There was an enormous amount of really great work,"
said George Kinghom, director of the University of Maine
Museum of Art. He was one of three judges, alongside art fac-
ulty James Linehan and Constant Albertson, to whittle 350
entries down to the 76 most outstanding pieces.
"Many people disregard the visual and performing arts as
fluff and an easy major that students slide through college tak-
ing. But in reality, studio art, for me, at least, is one of the most
mentally and physically demanding subjects I have ever pur-
sued," said fourth-year studio art and advertising student Katie
Conroy in an e-mail.
An -awards ceremony bisected the reception con-
ducted by aft department chair Susan
Groce: Other presenters
included
um ftudeNtf fteca tke
fhow cit eNcl-of-yecir
exHibitioNi
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rtyLe editor
e than $6,000 was award-
eir work.
,
Conroy won an awar to attend Haystack Mountain
School of Crafts in Deer Isle for two weeks this summer with
fully paid tuition and residency. She will study blacksmithing.
"The pmcess of working and reworking steel is a liberating
and fascinating concept that I am just beginning to fall in love
with," Conroy said in an e-mail.
Dean's Exhibition Awards were given to students whose
work will go on display for the next year in Stevens Hall, the
home of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Winners
were Julia Comeau, Barbara Denaro, Tricia Holmes, Justin
Lunn, Donxin Plourde, Blaine Puckett, Elise Robichaud,
Kathryn Rowley, Eddie Scott, Susan Smith, Kristen
Thibodeau, Katrina Vaughan and Tyson Wardwell.
"I couldn't think of a better award to have received," said
Blaine Puckett, a senior drawing and digital art student, in
an e-mail. "I know my mother is a bit bummed at the
pmspect of having to wait for an entire year to have the
work hanging in her house, but she, as an artist herself,
understands just what an honor this is.-
"I was thrilled to even have my piece accepted into the
show," said first-year studio art student Tricia Holmes in an
e-mail. She created a self-portrait entirely from magazine
clippings. "I'm just flattered and honored that someone likes
my work enough to want to put it on display —
it's a huge confidence boost."
Zach Dionne + The Maine Campus
ciOCICWIN3 from top, work by Sarah Bertulli, Benjamin Burpee and Tricia Hoirneis.
"Making Art"
Through May
Niondav through Friday
to 4:30 p.m
oni Han
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Big-screen video gaming
Chris Pappas + The Maine Campus
John Bogacki plays drums as Tim Jenkins plays the guitar of Rock Band 2during a game night.
By Billy Roy
For The Maine Campus
On Thursday nights, students
passing the Bangor Room in the
Memorial Union are apt to hear
a confusing rendition of the
Kansas classic "Carry on My.
Wayward Son" blaring through
the corridor sporadic twang
sounds accompany missed
notes. Peeking through the doors
reveals students playing "Rock
Band" or "Call of Duty- project-
ed on walls of the room.
The event is sponsored by the
Gamer's Guild, a University of
Maine student organization.
"There is no required amount
of experience; we simply invite
people to come in and play,"
Seamus McGrath, the student
body representative for the
Gamer's Guild, said.
McGrath's goal is to make
the event appeals to the largest
possible crowd. Game choices,
balanced to reflect different
tastes, include "Rock Band,"
"Mario Kart" and "Dance Dance
Revolution." The Gamer's Guild
holds the philosophy that stu-
dents can come together under a
common interest.
This philosophy depends on
garners' willingness to try games
they would not normally Play.
The belief is that gaming with
other:, ,_an promote avid players
to suspend themselves from
their gaming niche merely for
the pleasure of joining others.
Emphasis is not on competitive-
ness, but on having a great time.
The group endorses the firm
belief that playing video games
. can be, a social activity.
"We seek to put gaming into a
public setting in order to make it
more social and enjoyable,"
McGrath said. The group defeats
critiques of the anti-social
nature of gaming, proving the
pastime can promote unity and
friendly interaction among
peers.
Lovers of gaming are invited
to attend and to enjoy the com-
pany of others who share similar
interests in gaming. McGrath
hopes that new members of the
Gamer's Guild will become
acquainted with others they
would otherwise never meet.
Opinions abut games are
shared, as well as a few laughs.
"You can play games you
_like and exchange games
you've recently purchased,
which is definitely fun," said
Brian Fisk, a loyal game night
attendee.
Part of the appeal lies in
departing the cramped, solitary
See GAME on page 11
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An MPBN voice
has UMaine ties
German professor Richard Tozier
has gigs on air and in classroom
By Heather Steeves
News Editor
Between "All Things
Considered" and "Marketplace,"
Richard Tozier gets to shine. The
senior operations producer of
MPBN radio has his hands on lit-
up red buttons as he speaks softly
into a puffy microphone. He
reads from one of his four com-
puter monitors. This is the time to
read the underwriters — mes-
sages from public radio sponsors.
Soon he will press more of the
colorful buttons that cover his
switchboard. These allow him to
set up programming, breaks and
live segments.
"All the pro-
grams come
through us," says
the 63-year-old
Mainer, who
doubles as a
German profes-
sor at the
University of
Maine. What
every NPR lis-
tener in Maine
hears over the
you can't help it."
One of his German 102 stu-
dents, Nick Colby, said he likes
Tozier's relaxed teaching style.
"He always is trying to get
people to ask questions," Colby
said. "He makes sure he asks
every person in the class so he
knows where everyone is in their
learning."
'Cozier says he enjoys all of his
students, "even the ones who
aren't the best students. I want
them to do well. I enjoy them."
Before operating the MPBN
station, Tozier worked at WMEB
as a student at UMaine from 1963
until he graduated with a German
 
 degree in 1967.
"Teaching is a
learning experience.
You always want to
try to be different.
You always want to
try to be better. "
Richard Tozier
UMaine professor
airwaves is in Tozier's hands.
"When you're on the board
you're always aware of what's
going on, what's supposed to hap-
pen."
His main monitor gives him a
script. Directly in front of his
microphone, he sees that his next
spot is coming.
"OK, its 4:04 — that's our
cue."
Two voices clash in the teal-
carpeted studio with lavender
walls. Tozier waits for the out cue
for "All Things Considered" and
for "Maine Things Considered"
to start. At the exact moment the
voices align, he switches them.
Ed Morin's voice takes over for
"Maine Things Considered."
Tozier can rest a minute.
"I've got plenty to do," he
explains.
Every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday Tozier teaches
German 101 and 102 students.
This semester he has one section
of each.
"Teaching is a learning experi-
ence. You always want to try to be
different. You always want to try
to be better," Tozier says.
"Sometimes you get glassy looks
and you think, 'God, I'm boring
them.— In this case, he tries
telling a joke, "but sometimes
Back then the
studio was in 275
Stevens Hall and
the station ran for
six hours a day.
never
thought I'd get
into radio. It was
just my college
activity," he says.
Tozier and his
WMEB com-
rades chose
music they felt "represented the
interest of UMaine.- This meant
"Ruby Tuesday," but not "I Can't
Get No Satisfaction." Back then.
he said students didn't know what
FM radio was.
The German major then went
to grad school before coining
back to UMaine to teach.
In the MPBN studio, he jumps
from one monitor to the next.
"Oh. It's not there. This is a prob-
lem. It's not there where it should
be."
Tozier walks to another studio
as Morin chatters on the air. The
commercial programmer may
have programmed a promotion
wrong, Tozier says. He needs this
for the next break.
"I think that promo is obso-
lete," he says. "I'll put in another
promo instead."
He knocks GME-AK off his
program list. The list occupies the
left-most monitor. Tocier explains
GME means "generics. We can
run them anytime." (1 ME-AK
gets the bump to GME-AP.
"We're horrified at the idea of
dead air," he says.
It's getting close to Tozier's
time to speak. The huge speakers
that hang in front of him are
See TOZIER on page 11
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The ultimate mix-tape to France's Justice
Back in 2003, two
Frenchmen named Gaspard
Auge and Xavier se Rosnay
exploded onto the electronica
scene with a remix of a song
called "Never Be Alone." The
duo, who are now known around
the world as Justice, have since
released an award-winning
album, simply titled as a symbol
of a cross — "t" — alternately
called "Cross." However,
Justice's discography goes much
deeper if one is willing to dig.
Over the years the band has
remixed a slew of songs
including some of their own
material — had many of their
songs remixed by other artists
and released a live album/docu-
mentary about their U.S. tour.
For many fans, Justice's one stu-
dio album is not nearly enough
to satiate their appetite. Here are
a few songs that should not be
missing from any Justice cata-
log.
1. Soulwax — "NY Excuse
(Justice Remix)"
Soulwax are another well
respected techno duo, and
Justice completely revitalizes
this song with their interpreta-
tion. This is one of Justice's
strongest, most painfully in-
your-face songs, and for that
reason it is at the top of the list.
The vocals are mostly samples
taken from the original song of a
couple arguing loudly. This
sounds like it would make for a
horrible song, but the message is
one could resist the electro-rock
masterwork of those curly-
haired dudes. The strengths of
MGMy's version are amplified
and "Justice-ified" to create a
unique musical experience. The
instrumental work is classic
Justice and the vocals are clasiic
MGMT; a perfect combination.
The
Beat
Report
By Kegan Zevna
poignant if one pays attention,
and the beat is relentlessly awe-
some.
2. MGMT — "Electric Feel
(Justice Remix)"
This remix is a pretty popular
one, so you may have already
heard it, which just speaks to its
quality. MGMT were one of this
past year's biggest bands, as no
3. Justice — "D.A.N.C.E.
(MSTRKRFT Remix)"
Justice's ode to Michael
Jackson, which features a youth
chorus, is one of the most
remarkable tracks on "t". It gets
boring after a few too many lis-
tens, though. Luckily, they
released an EP full of different
versions of the song. One ver-
sion has Mos Def rapping over
it, one is a recording of the
rehearsal with the chorus and
there are also a couple live ver-
sions. The best remix of the
song on the EP is done by
MSTRKRFT. Sharing a similar
musical style with Justice, this
electro-duo added a more synth-
laden instrumental groundwork
and turned up the danceability.
4. Kanye West feat. Lupe
Fiasco — "Electric Touch
(Steve lder & Mighty Mi
Remix)"
This song is a gem from a
Kanye West remix tape. It is a
mash-up of Kanye's "Touch the
Sky" and the Justice remix of
"Electric Feel" by MGMT. The
song embodies something big-
ger than Kanye, MGMT or
Justice, and stands alone as a
great composition. The combi-
nation of electronica and hip-
hop is always an interesting one,
and here it is done to perfection.
It is especially fascenating
because West is a big fan of
Justice, despite his display at the
2006 at the MTV Europe Music
Awards.
5. Justice — "Final"
This is the last track on their
live CD, "A Cross the
Universe," and is essentially
just an intensely fast version of
Metallica's "Master of
Puppets," mashed with their
song "The Party." While an
incredibly short song, just hear-
ing the crowd erupt when the
heavy guitar riff starts blaring
makes the track. The CD-DVD
combo album also includes the
hour-long documentary on their
U.S. tour. It is one of the most
absurd viewing experiences ever
and proves that the true rock 'n'
roll lifestyle still exists. For any
Justice fan, "A Cross the
Universe" is essential.
FILM: Observe and Report
The Maine Campus Police Dept.
Official Report
By Spencer Morton
Staff Reporter
Date: April 13, 2009
Perpetrators:
Rogen, Seth (actor, 26)
Faris, Anna (actress, 32)
Hill, Jody (director, 32)
Charges: Failed attempt at
comedy, providing minimal
laughs in a 90 minute, self-
described laugh-fest.
Description of Incident
Rogen, the seemingly unstop-
pable king of comedy, has come a
long way since his days on the TV
show "Freaks and Geeks." Most
movies bearing his talents have
been major gut busters.
Unfortunately, "Observe and
Report" dishes out more boredom
than laughs.
Director Hill's comedy seems
painfully dull and underdevel-
oped. The movie doesn't capital-
ize on all the potential laughs that
its story presents. When some-
thing funny seems like it's about
to happen, it doesn't.
In fact, the funniest part of the
movie comes out of nowhere. The
last ten minutes of the film are a
riot. It is sure to catch the audi-
ence by surprise. If only the other
76 minutes were that appealing.
The gifted cast of Rogen,
Faris, Michael Pena and Ray
Liotta all give good performanc-
es. Pena is escrecially out of his
element, and is a nice little sur-
prise. The biggest pitfall of
"Observe and Report" is its writ-
ing. It's just not that funny. When
compared with recent raunchy,
adult comedies, most of which
have been dynamite, this film is
nowhere near comparable.
The story is basic. Rogen
•
Courtesy of Warner Brothers
plays a loser mall cop who never
gets the girl and dreams of being
a "real" cop one day. A serial
flasher harasses female mall
patrons, exposing himself to
them unsuspectingly. Rogen
makes it his duty to subdue him.
"Observe and Report" remains
relatively unfunny most of the
way through, with only sporadic
genuine laughs to be had. This
mainly has to do with the fact
that the script is k, utterly point-
less.
Hill's directing is pretty good.
It's fun and unordinary. The lame
screenplay is what hurts the film.
The movie benefits from an ove
the top, unpredictable ending that
lets it all hang out ... literally.
"Observe and Report," however,
doesn't have much else going for
it.
Grade: C-
CD: Amadou & Mariam
By Evan Kaye-Schiess
For The Maine Campus
The wonderful thing about
African records is they almost
always sound like a group effort
between a variety of musicians
and vocalists. Whether fusing
original instruments from dif-
ferent nations or singing in
multi-cultural tones, there is
room for many artists to stand
out and shine.
Mali's Amadou & Mariam
perfect this type of sound on their
most recent release "Welcome to
Mali." Hailed as "the blind cou-
ple" throughout Africa, Amadou
& Mariam met at Mali's Institute
for the Young Blind in the late
1970s and bonded through a
shared passion for music. They
married and produced a prolific
amount of recordings throughout
the '80s and '90s. This mounting
success led them to Manu Chao,
who produced their critically
acclaimed "Dimanche a
Bamako" (Sunday in Bamako) in
2004.
"Welcome to Mali" sees the
Courtesy of Nonsuch Records
group building on their original
Mali sound while smoothly
adding hints of reggae, hip-hop
and Latin flavor with plenty of
the usual face melting Amadou
guitar solos. The constant varia-
tion of Mariam's gorgeous voice
and Amadou's righteous chant
create a weave between the two.
Their gift is evident in the mood
their songs create. Their vibe
transcends borders — after one
listen through the album you
won't worry about understand-
ing the French lyrics.
Amadou's piercing, psyche-
delic guitar appears almost imme-
diately on second track "Ce N'est
Pas Bon" and the sheer power of
the band is in full effect. They
have a knack for knowing when
the other half of the duo should
come in and take over the vocal
section. The same can be said for
Amadou's guitar playing. Every
once in a while the melody steps
aside to let Amadou shred through
a solo and leave you with no
remorse over the money you paid.
It is evident they have widened
See MALI on page 11
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"Mistakes will happen, but you're just moving forward: Often the listener is not aware of it, but I'm aware of
it," Richard Tozier says. "It's like a mother listening to a baby's breath. She knows if something is wrong."
Tozier
from page p
hushed. He
puts big, sil-
ver head-
phones on
and waits for his cue. He thanks
the listeners for their support and
reads from his weather update
until Michele Norris and Melissa
Block interrupt.
"I couldn't get all the weather
in, but that's all I had — 90 sec-
onds," he says, turning away
from his wall of equipment. "I
just made a general statement
about a flood warning."
Tozier takes the mic again to
read about UMaine's 600 sum-
mer courses. The emergency
alert system beeps loudly. He
stops.
"That overrides whatever
we're doing," he says.
The emergency alert details
the flood warning. As it ends,
Tozier takes back the mic to dis-
cuss Time Warner briefly before
stating the time.
"That was improvised," he
says. He explains that the under-
writers, which companies pay
for, must take first priority, leav-
ing the in-house promotions off
the waves for now.
In the back corner of the small
studio are two speakers.
"That's the squawk box,"
Tozier says. It's a direct line to
NPR; in case any emergencies
occur, Tozier will know to
announce them immediately.
He turns back around in his
gray chair toward his switch-
board. He explains'that all of this
could be automated — and some-
times is — but it is just as labor
intensive as having a live opera-
tor.
"During the day, a lot of
changes come up that are hard to
automate," he says. "The weath-
er. That would be hard to auto-
mate."
His head turns back to the
clock. The studio is full of them,
all synched.
"Mistakes will happen, but
you're just moving forward.
Often the listener is not aware of
it, but I'm aware of it," Tozier
says as he prepares the 5 p.m.
break. "It's like a mother listen-
ing to a baby's breath. She knows
if something is wrong."
Behind him is a folded nlat-
tress. Just in case. Maybe there
will be a snow storm or an oper-
ator might need to spend the
night.
Tozier got in "the back door"
of MPBN as a volunteer for a
jazz show. He worked as a sales
representative for a record dis-
tributor. He heard the show's
hosts talk about Alice Cooper
albums taking the spaces of jazz
records on store shelves. Tozier
wrote in to the show, agreeing
that it was frustrating, but neces-
sary. He moved up from there.
"I'm a nut for public radio,"
he says.
His favorite programs include
"Prairie Home Companion" and
jazz shows.
"I didn't expect to get into
radio," Tozier says. "Everything
I've ever done has come from
being in the right place at the
right time."
Tozier makes his way through
a room full of phones. This is
where the radio fundraising hap-
pens. He takes a list off the print-
er.. These are the programs he
must run.
Attached to the phone-filled
room is a tiny office in the cor-
ner. It is jam-packed with papers.
Stacks of records, live jazz
recordings on tapes, CD and
folders are piled around his desk.
Tozer has a Jelly Belly gumball
machine hiding in the wreckage.
It's a stark juxtaposition from the
near-spotless studio.
"A keeper of a clean desk I am
not," he says as he sits in front of
the blue dinosaur sticker clinging
to the middle drawer of his desk.
"I'm lucky to work here. I
enjoy what I do very much."
Mali
from page 10
the margins
of their
sound and
influence,
which has helped them reach an
even wider audience and landed
them a large North American tour.
In general, their hip-hop and funk
influences make this a very acces-
sible album whether you listen to
African music or not.
After a balanced first half,
Amadou & Mariam really heat
up in the midsection where
"Masiteladi" allows Amadou's
guitar to flash back into action
with a rock riff badass enough
to have come from anywhere in
1960s rock 'n' roll. On
"Africa," they get help from
Somali-born rapper K'naan to
form a laid back anthem for the
summer where he boasts of "the
original west coast-east coast
collaboration."
Even more impressive than
Amadou's guitar playing are
the sprawling keyboards that
direct much of the album's
emotional energy. Near the end
of the record they settle into a
funky groove with jams that
scream to be heard at a summer
barbecue. The group effort
from numerous collaborators
never lets go of the warm and
fuzzy tones that make the
album such a joy.
It is difficult to find such har-
monious collaboration in west-
ern music. While an array of
artists share songs internation-
ally, the cohesive atmosphere
African music bleeds is some-
thing that cannot be artificially
substituted. It is dumbfounding
why African music has not
made a bigger splash in North
America, but with enticing acts
such as Amadou & Mariam, that
may not last for long.
Grade: A-
condition
of dorm
room gam-
ing. In a
public setting such as the
Union, few limitations exist on
the decibel level for playing
Metallica's "Enter Sandman" or
Foghat's "Slow Ride." The
Bangor Room's doors stay open
with the intentional purpose of
grabbing the attention of
passers-by.
The group constantly seeks
new members, hoping to
spread its influence as a legiti-
mate student organization. The
primary focus is to create an
environment conducive to
increasing event attendance,
ultimately proving that video-
game hang-outs are as social
as any club offered on campus.
The Gamer's Guild meets
on Thursdays from 4 to 7 p.m.
in the Bangor Room.
Game
from page 9
(Maine Profile
Sara Richardson
By Zach Dionne
Style Editor
Sara Richardson left Maine "right
at the cusp of fame," according to her
friends.
A University of Maine music
graduate since May 2008, Sara
jammed in southern Maine for eight
months with a full band. She record-
ed her first full-length album, "A
Curious Paradox," last October; she
identified the February CD release
party as "heartwarming," possibly
her favorite show yet.
Then she moved to New York
City.
"I'm kind of starting from
scratch," Sara said. She moved to the
Bronx in March to network, promote
her music and glean inspiration for
new material.
Sara, a 23-year-old native of
Washington, Maine, recently earned
a spot in the top ten musicians to
watch in Maine by the' Maine
Sunday Telegram and enjoyed suc-
cessful sales at Bull Moose Music.
Despite the in-state success, the
opportunity to take a shot in New
York "wasn't going to be there for-
ever," Sara said.
"When I moved here, I knew it
was right," she said. "Portland will
always be there, and I can always
come back." She's also continuing to
promote herself in Maine; she per-
formed at a Ray LaMontagne after-
party in Portland on April 10.
She quickly found a receptionist-
slash-associate's assistant job at a
medical college in New York. She's
been selling records and singing with
Lauren Zettler, a musician who has
worked with Ingrid Michelson. A
"kind of pop, folk" radio station
wants to work Sara's songs into,its
rotation.
Most importantly, she landed a
gig within three weeks.
"I felt very welcome," she said of
her first solo performance in the city
at Rockwood Music Hall. "One guy
told me it took him ten months to
start playing in N.Y,"
Joining a giant pool of hopeful
artists in a city many high caliber tal-
ents call home, Sara wasn't intimi-
dated.
"You can either choose to be
envious and kind of jealous by all of
Courtesy of Sara Richardson
them, or you can choose to be
inspired. I've chosen to be complete-
ly inspired and embrace what they
do," she said.
Sara's sound is a versatile singer-
songwriter hybrid of folk and elec-
tronic. Each track on her album tries
a new idea — she breezes through
more than a dozen vocal tracks on
"Penny Castles," coos over a relaxed
acoustic riff on "Lonely Hearts" and
simply layers her voice over a
recording of her father's 1970s band
on "Sometimes," to a donling effect.
"You can still hear the scratches
on the record," she said of
"Sometimes." She grew up singing
the song and surprised her father,
Bob Richardson, with her duet inter-
pretation on his birthday. "He was
bawling his eyes out," Sara recalled.
The electronic thread in Sara's
work started at UMaine, With an
independent study under music pro-
fessor Beth Wiemann. Sara began
experimenting with electronic
sounds on a computer program
called Reason, re-orchestrating her
folk songs with-digital sounds.
She recorded her debut in nine
days with Mike Flannery. It was
mastered by David Kutch, who mas-
tered Grammy-winner "The
Miseducation of Lauryn Hill."
Sara thinks of her disc as somber
and subdued — "very much a winter
album." She would like to write a
record for each season, experiment-
ing with sounds and vocal tech-
niques.
She calls Joni Mitchell her No. I
influence. She also loves Bjork,
Sufjan Stevens and Feist. She spent
time in University Singers and the
all-female a capella group
Renaissance as a student. The latter
ensemble surprised Sara with a ren-
dition of her "Submarines" at a con-
cert last fall.
Sara hopes to visit Maine this
summer to perform at the Live at
Five concert series in Portland's
Monument Square. Pursuing the
dream of music is a real endeavor to
Sara, and her journey in New York
has just begun.
"Whatever you want to do, you
can absolutely do it. If you want to
move anywhere in this, you can go
move there. The world is here to help
you with that."
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Filling in Missing Spaces: An
Exploration of Performative Writing
in Performance Studies
Feat. Margaret Habermann,
candidate for master's degree in
communication
1 p.m.
Dunn Hall
The Multicultural Classroom
Feat. Judith Josiah-Martin, Gisela
Hoecherl-Alden and Laura
Lindenfeld
2 - 4 p.m.
Wells Conference Center
ftlatkay, AprIlliJ
From the Soil Up: A Course for
Beginning Vegetable Gardeners
Basics of home vegetable
gardening
1 - 3 p.m.
32 School St., Unity
$10 fee, enrollment limited to 30
participants
To register, contact 342-5971 or
ceswal@umext.maine.edu
Child Study Center 70th
Anniversary Celebration
4 - 6 p.m.
Bodwell Lounge, Collins Center for
the Arts
Free, registration required.
Call 581-3272 or e-mail
Kevin.duplissie@umit.maine.edu
Academic Stimulus Package
Feat. Jorge Cham, creator of Ph.D.
Comics, keynoter for Graduate
Research Expo
5 - 6 p.m.
Lobby, Engineering Science Research
\‘fif(61.141.r4tcs1tlyv i-,\LpTIJ
Dialogues in Diversity
8:30 - 10 a.m.
Coe Room, Memorial Union
At Home in Maine: An
Experience of Maine's
Contemporary Homebirth and
Midwifery Culture
Film and discussion
feat. Nicolle Littrell
12:15 - 1:30 p.m.
Bangor Room, Memorial Union
"Champlain's Dream"
2009 Canadian Studies
Distinguished Lecturer: Pulitzer
Prize winning author David
Hackett Fisher, Brandeis University
5:30 p.m.
Buchanan Alumni House
"To Kill a Mockingbird"
7 p.m.
Collins Center for the Arts
Students discount, public fee
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CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1- Nick and Nora's pooch
5- Ancient Greek coin
9- Spur part
14- The closest one to us is the sun
15- Second letter of the Greek alphabet
16- Gladden
17- Receipt
19- Fight, disturbance
- 20- Ipecac, e.g.
21- Exactly
23- Goes back on
25- Ecol. watchdog
ANSWER KEY FOUND IN SPORTS
26- Rocky hilltop
29- Explosive stuff
30- Negligent
33- Snow conveyances
34- Unemotional
35- Heart
38- Musical ability
40- Auto pioneer
41- Parka
44- Capital of Morocco
47- The Lord's Prayer
49- Steal from
52- The loneliest number
DOWN
1- Declare
2- Pollen-bearing organ of a flower
3- Aptitude
4- Mountain ridge
5- Offensive
6- Unit of power ratio
7- Elevator man
8- Little flap
9- Fragment
10- Designer Cassini
11- -Mart
12- Hot time in Paris
13- Shelter
18- Seal
22- Primates with short tails or no tail
24- "The Sweetest Taboo" singer
26- Work the soil
27- Roman poet
28- Clarets
31- Former Russian rulers
32- Horn sound
33- Withered
35- Crime boss
36- even keel
37- Routine
39- Pro follower
42- Curved like a bow
43- Gnarl
45- Calls
46- Whirling
48- Jumpy
49- Open shelter
50- Inflammation of the ear
51- Assails
55- Attempts
56- Pit
57- Expensive
59- Mischievous child
60- Teachers' org.
61- It breaks daily
63- Evergreen tree
Crossword puzzles provided by
BestCrosswords.com.
Used with permission.
53- Jailbird
54- See-through material
56- Subdued
58- Local annual outdoor festival
59- Gandhi's land
62- Strip of leaves
64- Intended
65- Secure
66- Prepare a book or film for release
67- Check recipient
68- Goes astray
69- Impudence
3
6 4
8 7 5
2
76 8
. 5 1 3
4 73 9
7 2 4
1 95
8 2 1
5 93 2
SUDOKU
PUZZLE
HOW TO PLAY
• Each row (horizontal line) must have
numbers 1-9 in any order but each digit
can only appear once.
• Each column (vertical line) must have
numbers 1-9 in any order but each digit
can only appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have numbers 1-9 in
any order but each digit can only appear
once.
There is only one correct answer.
Difficulty level: MEDIUM
Horoscopes
Aries
March 21 to April 20
This is not the right time to ask for a
raise, for your chances to succeed are
rather thin. You are advised to continue
your routine and avoid challenging
tasks.
Taurus
April 21 to May 20
In the morning, a relative from out of
town might call and let you know that he
or she is going to visit you shortly. You
are advised to avoid arguments with
your loved one.
Gemini
May 21 to June 21
You might be less inspired and less
sociable today. You are advised to avoid
business meetings and traveling, for you
will be prone to making mistakes.
Cancer
June 22 to July 22
You have issues to deal with and may
be in a rather bad mood. You are
advised to avoid taking major risks.
Don't lose your head, and avoid
controversies with your family.
Leo
July 23 to Aug. 22
A phone call from a relative could spoil
your good disposition — big time. You
may have to leave on an unscheduled
trip. If you have to drive, be careful. A
ticket might be in store for you.
Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
You will feel tempted to start many new
activities. This is not a good time for you
to rush, for you are prone to making
mistakes.You may want to manage your
time more efficiently.
Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 23
You could be in a bad mood because
of some financial difficulties. You are
advised to try and remain balanced,
and rely on an older person's advice.
Scorpio
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
Try to be careful with your expenses. To
avoid a quarrel with your loved one, you
may want to go shopping together.
Today you will exercise your criticism
with everybody around you.
Sagittarius
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
You might be nervous and angry
because of financial difficulties. Calm
down, or you may trigger conflicts at
work — big time. You are advised to
postpone any major decisions.
Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
Partnerships might become tense
because of your nervousness. You are
advised to postpone long-term invest-
ments, for your chances to succeed are
rather thin. You will take a lot of chances
and may fail dramatically.
Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19
In the morning you may have to leave
on a business trip. Don't try to impose
your own views on others. Financial
issues might upset you, but you have no
real reason for concern. You are likely to
receive some money from a close
relative - big time.
Pisces
Feb. 20 to March 20
In the morning you may have to change
your schedule because of some family
issues. A friend will invite you to join a
business partnership that could help you
improve your budget
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Leading off
Amy Brooks + The Maine Campus
Jarrett Lukas takes a lead off of first base last weekend against Iona.
MLB
from page 15
While it looks like the
Padres are destined for a last
place finish yet again, some
surprises loom in this
uniquely bad yet competi-
tive division. The Rockies
have a healthy Troy
Tulowitzki and some decent
pitching, but I do not see
them any higher than third in
the division.
The true battle will be
between the Dodgers,
Diamondbacks and Giants.
Arizona has a terrific young
nucleus of hitters and two
top-tier pitchers. However,
the one constant throughout
the lineup is not a lack of
power but a low batting
average. The D-Backs need
to get men on base to score,
which is hard when your
number two hitter is batting
.248. The more production
they get out of Chris Young
and Justin Upton, the better
their chances of postseason
play.
, I still feel that the Giants
have a better chance of chal-
lenging Los Angeles than the
D-Backs do. Despite a seri-
ous lack of power in San
Francisco, the team has
some talent. The addition of
Randy Johnson will certain-
ly help the pitching duo of
Tim Lincecum and Matt
Cain. If the Giants are to
contend, it will be because
those three shut down oppo-
nents and allow less than
three runs.
It is hard to pick against
the Dodgers because they
have the best hitter in the
game, when he wants to be,
and a solid lineup altogether.
Uncertainties in the rotation
will cost LA some games,
but I still see them winning
the division.
Now that the NL picture
is finished, here is a
reminder of the AL. I have
the Red Sox winning the
East with the Yankees grab-
bing the Wild Card. The
Indians and Angels win their
respective divisions to round
out the four playing in
October. In the first round,
the Angels and Yankees will
play a tightly contested five-
game series with the Angels
ultimately winning because
of better pitching. The
Indians will bow out to
Boston in just three games,
with pitching again being the
difference. The Red Sox
then go on to beat the Angels
in six games in a rematch of
the 1986 ALCS. Despite a
decline in production from
David Ortiz, he comes
through in the clutch to help
the Sox go to the World
Series.
In the NL playoffs, the
PhiRies and Dodgers square
off in a rematch of the 2008
NLCS. This time the
Dodgers beat the Phillies as
there is simply too much
Manny. LA wins in four
games.
In the best playoff match
up so far, the Cubs and Mets
square off. I see this series
going five games as well
with the Cubs edging New
York at home. Despite a lack
of success in October over
the past few years, Chicago
finally gets over that first
round hump and into the
NLCS. Their run does not
end there, as they shut down
the Manny-led Dodgers in
five games. Starting pitching
is essential in the playoffs
and the Cubs are just too
good for LA. Cubbies fans'
get their revenge for the
sweep in '08.
The World Series features
two teams with storied histo-
ries of losing, although
Boston has won a fe_w times
in the past five years. This
will be another tough series
for both teams, with the Cubs
winning in seven games.
The Red Sox will play
valiantly and just come up
short as a result of a poor per-
formance in game six that
will change the series.
Chicago is your champion,
for the first time since 1908.
While this may not be what
actually happens, it should
be fun to watch — all sum-
mer long.
Next issue will be my
playoff picks.
Adenhart
from page 15
Adenhart was projected as
the Angels' third starter
heading into the season.
With current injuries to
John Lackey and Ervin
Santana, Adenhart figured
to play a crucial role in the
team's rotation. He fea-
tured a fastball, which
could reach 95 mph, a plus
changeup in the low 80s
and a tight curve ball in
the mid 70s. With excel-
lent command and an abil-
ity to change speeds,
Adenhart was destined for
a bright and successful
major league future.
Adenhart will not soon
be forgotten in the minds
of his friends, family,
teammates and the base-
ball community as a
whole. The confident
young man won his team-
mates over early in his
major league career.
The Angels postponed
their Thursday night game
due to the loss of their
teammate. Friday night
before their game against
the Red Sox, the Angels
opened with a moment of
silence in remembrance of
the three taken too early.
Both the Red Sox and
the Angels stood and
watched John Lackey and
Toni Hunter hold their
teammate Nick Adenhart's
number 34 jersey on the
pitcher's mound prior to
the game as thousands in
attendance watched in
solemn silence. The
Angels will leave
Adenhart's locker as he
left it all season and will
reserve one for him on
road trips. They will also
wear a patch with his
number 34 on their uni-
forms as a tribute.
Adenhart will surely be
missed, but teammates
who knew him were glad
for the time given.
"I'm proud to know
him," fellow Angels start-
ing pitcher Dustin
Moseley said at a press
conference. "I'm sure
God's proud to know him
right now, too."
DID YOU KNOW?
WHEN YOU CHOOSE
NIABEL WADSWORTH
WOMEN'S HEALTH CENTER...
You are supporting women's health
advocacy, education and clinical
services for thousands of women
from all economic backgrounds.
to find out more call 207.947.S337 or
visit us at www.mabelvradsworth.org
Insurance is accepted at Mabel Wadsworth Center.
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them. Prince Fielder and Ryan Braun
will again be a force to be reckoned
with, but they need some help from the
top of the lineup if they are going to play
in October again.
The final two seams, the Cardinals
and Reds, are interesting in that they
could both either be huge factors in the
race for the division crown or could fall
off early and not matter. St. Louis has
Albert Pujols, and that pretty much
always gives you a chance, but they are
going to need solid pitching and have
Chris Carpenter returning after a long
absence due to nagging arm injuries. If
he returns to Cy Young form, watch out.
The Reds are a young team with a
ton of talent but have never proven
themselves. Young studs Joey Votto and
Jay Bruce lead this cast of characters
along with starters Johnny Cueto and
Edison Volquez. Cincinnati could con-
tend this year, but it looks like they will
fall short, and 2010 is a more reasonable
goal for a playoff year. This division is
loaded with great pitching and terrific
hitting, so the champion will have to be
tough. That's why I think the Cubs win
because of their experience and deadly
lineup.
The West is again the weakest divi-
sion in the NL. The Dodgers have
arguably one of the greatest hitters,
Manny Ramirez, but even they do not
know if he'll play 100 percent everyday.
See MLB on page 14
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Wilson arrested for domestic assault
By William P. Davis and
Steven McCarthy
For The Maine Campus
University of Maine junior
men's hockey goalie David
Wilson was suspended from the
team indefinitely after he was
arrested in Orono on April 3
and charged with domestic
assault, according to the Orono
Police Department and UMaine
head coach Tim Whitehead.
According to Orono Police
Captain Josh Ewing, a 21-year-
old female called the police
from her apartment after leav-
ing the Bear Brew Pub. She
told police she had seen her ex-
boyfriend at the pub and had a
brief exchange with him at the
bar, and when she turned to
walk away he grabbed the back
of her neck.
Wilson
his court date
Wilson
was located
at his apart-
ment and
arrested and
charged with
domestic
assault. He
posted bail
later that
morning, and
has been set for
May 28 at 1:30 p.m.
"David has been suspended
from our team indefinitely as
of I April 3rd], while we're
waiting to get some feedback
from the court system, and then
we'll address any potential
punishments through the stu-
dent athlete code of conduct,"
said Whitehead, who declined
to make further comment.
Wilson split time with fresh-
Cubs will end long drought,
capture first title since 1908
By Alex Leonard
For The Maine Campus
The MLB season is just a week old at
this point, but with such a long summer
ahead there is still plenty of time for
some changes to take place. On
Thursday we took a brief look at the
American League, which appears to
have several strong teams. Today, we
will take a gander at the National
League, which has the defending World
Series Champion Phillies struggling out
of the gate.
The Fast division is again going to be
a tight race, much like it has been for the
past two seasons. Before the Phillies
won consecutive titles, Atlanta had been
the class of the division. Having bol-
stered their rotation with veteran Derek
Lowe, the Braves look to challenge the
Mets and Phillies. A weak offense and
health concerns with Chipper Jones will
more than likely mean a third place fin-
ish for them. The Mets have finally
addressed their glaring weakness at the
back end of the bullpen and signed both
Francisco Rodriguez and II Putz to help
correct an issue that has haunted them
for two years.
I think the Mets will win the divi-
sion, this time with the Phillies losing
the lead late. However, Philadelphia is
still good enough to take home a wild
card berth.
In the Central, there are several
teams that could take home the division
title. The two teams that probably will
not win are the Pirates and Astros, but
the other four have a chance.
First there are the Cubs, who picked
up switch-hitting Milton Bradley to give
them a solid left-handed bat in the mid-
dle of the lineup. They did lose closer
Kerry Wood to Cleveland, but that
should not hurt them too much. They
still have four solid starters including
Carlos Zambrano, who is my pick for
The Red Sox will play
valiantly and come up
short as a result of a poor
performance in game six
that zvill change the series.
Chicago is your champion,
for the first time since 1908
Cy Young in the NL. For the Cubs to
win the division, they must get great
seasons from Zambrano along with
Rich Harden and Ryan Dempster.
Next we look at the Brewers who
gave a great show at the end of last year
to make the playoffs. But without CC
Sabathia I do not see Milwaukee win-
ning the division. They have solid
power bats, but they run into trouble
when guys do not get on base in front of
BASEBALL
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man Scott Darling in 2008-
2009 in his third season with
the team. He played in 14
games, going 3-8-1, before suf-
fering a season-ending groin
injury in the final month. He
was named the Hockey East
Defensive Player of The Week
on Feb. 2.
If convicted, Wilson will
serve a mandatory sentence of
less than one year.
Angels hit
by tragedy
By Ben Hamblen
For The Maine Campus
Tragedy struck the baseball community this past
week, with the unexpected death of Nick Adenhart.
Adenhart, a 22-year-old starting pitcher for the Los
Angeles Angels of Anaheim, died early Thursday
morning.
Following a game in which Adenhart started
Wednesday night, he was killed in a two-car accident
that also killed two friends of the Maryland native.
Those two friends were killed at the scene, both
Courtney Stewart and Henry Pearson. Adenhart and
Manhattan Beach resident Jon Wilhite were rushed to
a nearby hospital. Adenhart died hours later and
Wilhite has recently been upgraded from critical to
serious condition.
Local police of the Fullerton, California area
reported that Andrew Thomas Gallo, 22, ran a red
light, broad-siding a gray Mitsubishi Eclipse carrying
Adenhart. The vehicle then collided into a telephone
pole, killing two of the passengers on impact. Gallo,
who has an extensive criminal history, fled the scene
of the accident on foot and was later captured. Only
a day later, Gallo was charged with three counts of
murder, hit and run and driving under the influence.
Gallo pleaded guilty to drunk driving charges in
2006 and had a suspended license dating back to that
year. Gallo was also arrested for public intoxication
in 2007 and has a history of violating certain terms of
his probation, which resulted in it being extended by
a year to 2010. If convicted of all charges brought
against him, Gallo could serve 55 years to life in
prison.
Adenhart, who dazzled in his season debut against
Oakland the night of his death, pitched six scoreless
innings and struck out five, earning a no decision.
The right-hander was ranked as the top prospect in
the Angels organization going into the 2009 season.
Prior to having Tommy John Surgery, Adenhart was
projected as a top ten first round draft pick coming
out of the talent rich Williamsport High School in
Maryland. Due to surgery concerns, Adenhart fell to
the Angels in the 14th round of the 2004 Major
League Baseball draft.
Quickly progressing through the minor leagues,
See ADENHART on page 14
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LLIT TO iHE CHASE
EVENT PROVES DAUNTING
FOR U MAINE ATHLETES
DEREK MCKINLEY + STAFF REPORTER
A hurdler will tell you that 36-inch barriers are no big deal,
really; regular hurdles are half a foot taller. Who cares if these
don't fall over when you kick them, right?
A distance runner will tell you that 3,000 meters is about
what they run for a warm-up. They don't sweat it.
Only a fool would tell you that the 3,000-meter steeple-
chase is easy. To go nearly two miles at a furious pace with
four unforgiving and immovable barriers on the track is defi-
nitely something to worry about.
Throw in a formidable fifth barrier with a pool of water on
the other side and things start to get interesting in a hurry.
"It's sort of daunting to distance runners. Looking at the
hurdles and then thinking about going over 35 of them, seven
that have a water pit, turns most people away," said junior
Miles Bartlett.
Bartlett became the current University of Maine record
holder in the event after finishing third at dip 2008 conference
meet with a time of 8:53.69. The women's record, set in 2003,
stands at 11:09.58.
"The steeplechase requires everything: endurance, speed,
good jumping capability and, most importantly, a few loose
screws in the head," he added.
"More than anything," Bartlett stressed, "the steeplechase
takes a high pain tolerance. In any other athletic event you can
put your head down, get into a rhythm and keep going. This
doesn't happen in the steeplechase.
"When you hurt in this event, there is
no coming back. It's short enough to be
raced fast, but long enough to make the
terribly painful stage last a considerable
amount of time," Bartlett said.
Although UMaine's distance runners
have improved tremendously from last
season with the. additions of freshmen
Riley , Masters, David Currier, Corey
Conner and Hilary Maxim, among others,
several of the distance men and women
are hesitant to consider the event. Even
those who are most comfortable with the
length of the race tre wary of the toll it
takes.
"I think [3,000 meters] is a great dis-
tance, but I am so nervous for those hur-
dles. I feel like I would eat it so hard,"
Conner said. "I think I'd like to try it,
maybe, but I don't know if! have the guts
for it ... those hurdles scare the crap out
of me."
The fifth barrier stands at the same
height as the other barriers, but on the
other side- sits a 12-foot-long pool of water, which slopes
upward from nearly 28-inches deep to level with the track.
"The water pit poses a problem that most people wouldn't
think about until they've tried it," Bartlett explained. "The
impact of landing on the ground is quite large. It can lead to a
feeling of being jammed up during a race, which can lead to
decreased leg turnover and slower times."
Black Bear men and women alike are intimidated by the
event for several reasons.
"I'm pretty clumsy and I could only see it as a disaster for
me, especially when I got tired and would not have the
strength to jump over the barriers," said junior 5,000-meter
runner Jordan Daniel.
"I have this unnatural fear of tripping before one of the
jumps and smashing my face," said junior distance runner
Corey Bean. "I doubt I'd be very good at„it. There's a certain
natural ability required for the steeplechase that I don't have,
Steeplechase
Founded: 1860
Men's world record:
Saif Saaeed Shaheen, Qatar,
7:53.63 (2004 Memorial van
Damme)
Women's world record:
Gulnara Galkina-Samitova,
Russia, 8:58.81 (2008 Summer
Olympics)
UMaine record:
Miles Bartlett, Junior, 8:53.69
(2008 America East
Championship)
but Miles definitely has it."
UMaine fielded two male and three female 'steeple-
chasers during the 2008 outdoor season. So far in
2009, Bartlett and junior Brendan Carr have
returned to steeplechase competition, and they
have been joined by freshman Chris McGary.
"It is such a
monumental
race ... more physically demanding than any race I may ever
run," McGary said. "It is a completely different demand from
your body ... the barriers just get taller every lap."
Bartlett's main aim is to lower his record from last season
and qualify for the Penn Relays. So far, though the hurdles
are lower and the pit is shorter, no
UMaine woman has competed in the
event.
The steeplechase was created in
Ireland, where riders would race
horses from a church steeple in
one town to a church steeple in
another, jumping over creeks
and low stone walls along the
way. Steeplechasing was
adapted for the track in
1860 at Oxford University
and has been an Olympic
event for men since the
Games were revived in
1896. The women's
steeplechase was added
to the Olympics just
last year.
The current men's
world record is set at
753.63, while the
women's record, set
n its inaugural
Olympic appearance,
is 8:5&8l.
While it may not be the most popular
event, it certainly commands a great deal
of respect from everyone in the track
community, including Bartlett.
"As a runner who has run almost
every event, played
almost every sport and
actually competed in the
steeplechase, I can tell
you as a matter of fact
that anyone who says
that it's not the most
grueling event either
doesn't know what
they're talking about, or is
completely full of it."
"In aiiij other athletic e nt you can
i put your head down, ge to a
rhythm and keep going. is
I doesn't happen in the st lechase."Miles Bartlett
UMaine Track
Andrew Loring + The Maine Campus
